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OSIS’ goal is to tokenize the world. OSIS is the first
company to apply tokenization in everything it’s doing. 

What is OSIS?

As seen on

https://www.forbes.com/sites/benjaminlaker/2022/09/26/four-ways-to-create-a-healthy-work-environment/?sh=625d82bcb23d


Abstract

A Universal Value System of all Public Brands, Businesses, 

and Interconnected Services, would be a Decentralized 

standard globally. All parties interested in participating, 

or creating their own projects, would now be able to do 

so easily through tokenization, & with no need of a mid-

dleman controlling their process. 

The socioeconomic benefits, typically exclusive to large 

private firms & the upper class, would be garnered by the 

entire world’s citizens now. OSIS will make this possible, 

for less than a fraction of the cost & time. 

OSIS embodies the Strength in Numbers ideology. 



OSIS Tokenizer

OSIS Tokenizer creates

unchangeable, verifiable, 

and publicly accessible

records online. This is an 

air-tight solution to verify 

degrees & nullify the fake 

degree business.

OSIS is working with world 

class Universities such as 

the University of Tijuana & 

Institute of Technology in 

Monterrey to tokenize 

more than 10 000 degrees 

each year.

Launchpad can create veri-

fiable documents & other 

assets faster, cheaper, and 

easier than traditional 

methods.

There is a billion dollar industry around fake credentials & degrees with more than 
3300 degree mills worldwide. Every major university is affected.

https://nscverifications.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/CostOfAcademicFraud.pdf
https://www.nytimes.com/2015/05/20/opinion/a-rising-tide-of-bogus-degrees.html
https://udetijuana.edu.mx/
https://tec.mx/en


Revenues generated from Tokenization amount to more 
than $500 million by 2027

https://launchpad.osisplatform.com/


OSIS Core Wallet

Crypto wallets are difficult to use, unsafe 

for non-technical people, and are a critical 

component to Web3.

Why is OSIS wallet better?

Because it’s simple. OSIS is safer, faster, 

easier, made in plain english. MetaMask 

for dummies. 



Wallet industry is $6.7 Billion, projected to grow at 

23.1% yearly until 2030.

There are 84 million wallet users worldwide - out of 

6.567 billion smartphone users - only 1.279% of 

people have a wallet - a blue ocean of 98.7% of the 

global population is an opportunity for OSIS.

The sales we generated for MetaBadges showed 

that 70% of people did NOT have a wallet. We 

taught them to get one. This is according to $1M+ in 

first hand market research.

With OSIS Tokenizer & exchange integrated, the 

strategy with OSIS Core generates an average of 

$109 per user annually in revenues - a total of over 

$5Bn in revenues by 2027.

https://www.grandviewresearch.com/industry-analysis/crypto-wallet-market-report#:~:text=The%20global%20crypto%20wallet%20market,private%20keys%20in%20the%20wallet.
https://www.grandviewresearch.com/industry-analysis/crypto-wallet-market-report#:~:text=The%20global%20crypto%20wallet%20market,private%20keys%20in%20the%20wallet.
https://www.statista.com/statistics/330695/number-of-smartphone-users-worldwide/


OSIS Exchange

Today, crypto is made up of many disconnected blockchain networks, making it inaccessible to 

some, but full of opportunity. 

Blockchain market is worth $1 trillion right now with more than 65 unicorns ($1bn+ valuation).

OSIS creates its own supply of buyers & sellers market through acquiring users in the OSIS

Tokenizer & Wallet.

Businesses & users employ the OSIS exchange as a fully integrated marketplace from within OSIS 

Core; creating a harmonious, connected process that eliminates barriers to entry for new users.

OSIS makes money from all the transactions, activity, funds raised for other projects in the exchange.

https://coinmarketcap.com/


FASTER + + =SAFER SCALABLE
MORE REVENUE 

GENERATION

Capitalize direct 

path to public listing 

& support for toke-

nized projects.

User/community driven 

curation of every proj-

ect - fraud prevention 

via consensus.

Users vet projects, all 

processes automated, 

community handles 

customer support & 

FAQs.

OSIS captures over $1 billion 

in revenues with less than 

0.7% of total market share of 

trade volume globally - the 

crypto space is vast & full of 

opportunity.

After maturity & gathering data, OSIS creates the Apotheosis blockchain that optimizes all 
that we are doing & further establish a foundation for people moving from web2 to web3. 

https://www.statista.com/statistics/1272903/cryptocurrency-trade-volume/


ethos

OSIS Partnerships

Ethos (events social media platform) increases adoption by integrating OSIS for ticket & 

memorabilia tokenization. People can promote their tokenized businesses within Ethos. 

This generates over $1 billion in revenues for OSIS by 2027.

CoinCare will be a federally insured bank that bridges fiat & digital currencies, creating the 

first consumer bank that can swap the assets automatically. This bridges the financial gap by 

simplifying the process & integrating both currencies in normal checking accounts with 

mobile banking.

CoinCare, in partnership with VISA, will issue digital currency debit cards - allowing easy 

fiat/crypto spending - free to all MetaBadge NFT holders. 



Unstoppable Domains increases mass adoption through OSIS Core & issuing integrated user-

names NFT Domains. This removes the need for complicated crypto addresses, and replaces 

them with a single human readable address such as “OSIS.x”. NFT Domains will be fully inte-

grated in all OSIS Core wallets - even rewarding users their first domain for free.

With TCL’s (The Crypto Launchpad) veteran advisory & marketing support, OSIS is listing on 

Tier 1 Exchanges & establishing itself as thought leaders in industry worldwide. (     TCL twitter)

More Partners

https://mobile.twitter.com/thecryptolaunch


Tokenization is the splitting of anything 
physical or digital, into ownable assets 
(tokens) on the blockchain.

Other Trillion $ Markets 
We Can Tokenize

What is Tokenization?

Real Estate

Building 
Any Brand, Business,

or Creator

Fine Art

Real & NFTs

Entertainment

Music, Film & more

Tokenized into

10 Million tokens,

or digital assets

1 Million people buy

10 tokens each at $10 per 

token = $100M Valuation



Tokenization is already here

The Tokenization Market is 

projected to be greater than 

$544 Trillion in less than 2 

decades. We believe a to-

kenized world will be worth 

much more.
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This is just one micro-example of a tokenized economy in which 
the global population can participate. This is only the beginning.

In 2020, a financial revolution 

began. Digital art became 

NFTs. 

By 2022, over $30 Billion in 

NFT trades were recorded, 

more than the GDP of many 

small countries. 

Graphic designers could now 

monetize their work with tokeni-

zation, creating a multi-billion 

dollar industry within a year from 

one small change.

Case Study

https://www.nansen.ai/guides/nft-statistics-2022#:~:text=Nansen%27s%20Trends%20%26%20Indexes%20dashboard%20shows,of%20more%20than%20%2411.3%20billion.


Traditional industry research shows 1 in 1.6 Million projects achieve unicorn value in 7 years.

It takes an average of $160M of investment to build a Unicorn.

In the tokenized space, 65 out of 21 000 listed projects are unicorns (in a bear market).

Tokenized projects have a 5000x higher chance of reaching $1 Billion.

The Difference = Open access to global investment

SECTOR
No. of
businesses

Unicorn
Rate

No. of
Unicorns

Investment
Attracted

Value
Generated

Traditional

Tokenized

1.6 Million

1.6 Million

0.00006%

0.31%

1

5,000

$160 Million

$800+ Billion

$1 Billion

$5+ Trillion

A Tokenized Economy

https://review.firstround.com/Theres-a-00006-Chance-of-Building-a-Billion-Dollar-Company-How-This-Man-Did-It?utm_source=salesforce&utm_medium=blog
https://pitchbook.com/news/articles/becoming-a-unicorn-is-more-expensive-than-ever
https://coinmarketcap.com/


OSIS Blueprint

Businesses will easily build on the 

OSIS Core infrastructure/ ecosys-

tem. People will soon be seamless-

ly transacting between Fiat to Digi-

tal Currencies to buy products & 

services with CoinCare.

OSIS CORE
Wallets, accounts, etc

Polygon

Events Tokenizer

NFT

Exchange

Franchise Tokenized Projetcs

Business Tokenizer

Apotheosis Ethereum

CoinCare / DeFi to Fiat

Ethos OSIS Launchpad

Your BusinessWhite LotusMetaBadges



Family Tree & Partners

ethos

Fintech Neo-Bank helped 

fund small businesses over 

$50M+ in 2021

First Social Media Events 

App with Web3 Integration



Tokenization
OSIS Launchpad is a tokenization platform that charges $5.00 per-use for creating a verified, new 

smart contract (currency or NFT). This figure includes revenues from Ethos’ user base tokenizing indi-

vidual tickets as memorabilia, costing them an additional $1 when they buy event tickets.  

Subscriptions
OSIS’ tokenization technology can also be accessed programmatically, so anyone around the world 

can use it in their own platforms & businesses. OSIS’ mission is to tokenize the world, so the patented 

technology is white-labelled for use by the global community to implement in their own niche of toke-

nization. For example, an OSIS partner may be tokenizing music artists. It’s easier, faster and cheaper 

to plug the OSIS Tokenization package into their websites & automate all their needs. These types of 

customers pay a monthly or annual subscription.

Revenue Streams



NFTs
OSIS MetaBadges is a 10 000 NFT project that is central to the OSIS Ecosystem & Exchange; hence is 

desirable & has high utility. All secondary sales of MetaBadges reward OSIS with 10% royalties revenue. 

IDOs
Initial DEX Offering (IDO) is a feature of the OSIS Exchange where tokenized projects can publicly raise 

funds from the OSIS community in a safe & decentralized way. OSIS captures a 10% fee from funds 

raised on the platform. 

Txn Fees
OSIS will get a small & standard marketplace fee (under 1%) for every transaction on the platform. The 

OSIS token will be used to pay transaction fees on each transaction, similar to BNB on its platform.

NFT Domains
In partnership with Unstoppable Domains, OSIS receives a 30% revenue share on all NFT Domains sold 

in OSIS Core. NFT domains simplify the web3 experience; allowing you to receive hundreds of digital 

currencies to a single, human readable domain, unique to each user. 



K = Thousands   M=Millions   B=Billions

Revenue Streams 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027

Tokenization

Subscriptions

NFTs

IDOs

Txn Fees

12.6M

5M

4.8M

1M

5M

75.6M

50M

1M

12.5M

50M

152M

375M

5M

40M

250M

292M

1.5B

10M

100M

500M

457M

4B

30M

120M

1.25B

Total Revenues 29.6M 193.7M 828.3M 2.41B 5.88B

NFT Domains 1.2M 3.6M 6M 12M 24M

Financial Projections



youtube.com/c/osisworld

@osisworld

“Amazing!!!! Since I've been on 

board my outlook on this move-

ment has changed a lot. Having 

the ability to invest in the little 

man everywhere in the world or 

your favorite music artist is a 

game changer. This opens 

doors for everyone.”

Clinton Frutiger, Investor

& Ex-Air Force.

OSIS Reviews

https://www.trustpilot.com/review/osis.world
https://www.google.com/maps/place/OSIS/@42.39385,-17.7005773,3z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x4e318491d3996211:0xd0deb5a8cd3910c9!8m2!3d42.39385!4d-17.7005773


Current Progress

2.8M OSIS Sold

Soft Cap
Reached

2,000+
MetaBadges

Minted

1,500+
Buyers

Globally

Listing
Publicly

Tier 1 Exchanges

120,000+
Community

Members



Q4 - 2022

Tokenize
Q1 - 2023

Public Launch
Q3 - 2023

OSIS Core
Q2 - 2023

OSIS Exchange
Q4 - 2023

CoinCare

Roadmap

Shopify for Smart 

Contracts - advanced 

smart contract builder 

coming soon. 

OSIS tokens will be 

available worldwide. The 

tokens will be used for 

purchases inside and 

outside the OSIS

ecosystem.

All in one app to ex-

perience Web3 at the 

highest level. 

The first decentralized 

exchange governed by 

the people’s votes. 

Home of all tokenized 

projects.

CoinCare Digital 

Currency Cards and 

banking app launch.



Team & Executives

Claudia Hernandez
Social Media

Vanessa Stival
Head of Design

Jalal Ibrahimi
Vice-President

Chris Tabaro
President

Adan Hernandez 
Chief Operating

Officer

Jordan Folgers
VP of Sales

Luigi Santoro
Chief Technology

Officer

Oliver Randall
Master of Filmography

https://www.instagram.com/9goma/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jalalibrahimi/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/vanessa-stival-497475a3/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/adan-hernandez-b888856b/?originalSubdomain=mx
https://www.linkedin.com/in/luigi-santoro-50029586/
https://www.instagram.com/jordanfolgers/
https://www.instagram.com/thisistunnel/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/claudiahernandez94/


Team & Executives

Eric Yensu
Media Producer

Nils Wersén
Account Executive

Benjamin Odenthal
Account Executive

Taylor Lyons 
Business Development

Sarah Kacowicz
Executive Assistant

Suzana Piazza
Senior Designer

Jennifer Ashraf
Content Writer

Glenn Stevens
UX Researcher

https://www.linkedin.com/in/eric-yensu-b2b671221/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/stevensglenn/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/taylor-lyons-46104b107/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/benjamin-odenthal-48b372173/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/nils-wers%C3%A9n-09bb901b6/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sarahkacowicz/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/suzanapiazza/
https://www.instagram.com/feetpin_travel


contact@osis.world

osisplatform.com

osisworld

discord.gg/osis

youtube.com/c/osisworld

@osisworld

@osis_world

https://biglink.to/osis
mailto:contact@osis.world
https://osisplatform.com/
https://www.instagram.com/osisworld/
https://discord.com/invite/osis
https://twitter.com/osis_world
https://www.youtube.com/c/OSISworld/featured
https://t.me/osisworld



